Introduction

It is well recognized that in critical situations, the prognosis of patients depends largely on maintenance of adequate blood perfusion in order to preserve the barrier integrity and metabolic functions of gastrointestinal tract and its adjacent organs. Recent evidence has shown that the viability of gut exposed to ischemic insult can be enhanced by ischemic preconditioning (ISP) taking place prior to sustained ischemia (1, 3). Because of deleterious impact ischemia in splanchic organs may exert on the entire organism via bacterial–and toxin translocation and cytokine production, ISP offers an interesting therapeutic approach for clinical practice (14).

ISP refers to a process by which a (series of) brief ischemic episode(s) confers protection against subsequent prolonged ischemia/reperfusion. Regarding the mechanism, a number of neurohumoral mediator pathways have been proposed, where elevated nitric oxide followed by enhanced blood perfusion plays a central role (14). ISP can be examined with respect to one specific organ, or considering other organs at a distance. The former differentiates between local and regional ISP, whereas the latter defines an inter–organ or remote ISP (rISP). With respect to abdominonal organs, ISP has been exemplified in the liver (14), pancreas (3), small intestine (10) or stomach (1). However, rISP in colon has not attracted much interest, yet.

In many organs including the gut, in vivo microdialysis is a well–established miniinvasive means of local tissue metabolism monitoring (2). Using appropriate flow marker, microdialysis may serve to monitor interstitial microcirculation. Hence, our aim was to test the reliability of lithium as a flow marker (lithium microdialysis, LM) on an ISP model. Rats were divided into three groups. Two (ischemic and preconditioned) groups underwent 30 min celiac artery occlusion (CAO) with 2.5 h reperfusion. 25 min before CAO, the latter experienced 5 min ischemia. Sham–operated animals served as controls. LM in stomach and colon submucosa, serum nitric oxide, hepatic and pancreatic enzymes were measured. In stomach, LM indicated a decrease in blood perfusion evoked by CAO (p<0.01) in both experimental groups. During reperfusion, the ischemic animals showed a restoration of microcirculation, unlike the preconditioned ones, whose blood perfusion failed to regenerate (p<0.001). For any group, LM showed no microcirculation modification in colon. Serum analytes remained unchanged. We conclude that LM appears to be a potentially suitable indicator of gastrointestinal interstitial microcirculation. However, we failed to demonstrate any beneficial effect of ISP on pancreas, systemic nitric oxide and local/remote microcirculation within studied organs.
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Summary: During shock, exposure of gut to ischemia determines patient’s survival. Ischemic preconditioning (ISP) elevates nitric oxide and blood perfusion, whereby it protects organs against subsequent severe ischemia/reperfusion. Using appropriate flow marker, microdialysis may serve to monitor interstitial microcirculation. Hence, our aim was to test the reliability of lithium as a flow marker (lithium microdialysis, LM) on an ISP model. Rats were divided into three groups. Two (ischemic and preconditioned) groups underwent 30 min celiac artery occlusion (CAO) with 2.5 h reperfusion. 25 min before CAO, the latter experienced 5 min ischemia. Sham–operated animals served as controls. LM in stomach and colon submucosa, serum nitric oxide, hepatic and pancreatic enzymes were measured. In stomach, LM indicated a decrease in blood perfusion evoked by CAO (p<0.01) in both experimental groups. During reperfusion, the ischemic animals showed a restoration of microcirculation, unlike the preconditioned ones, whose blood perfusion failed to regenerate (p<0.001). For any group, LM showed no microcirculation modification in colon. Serum analytes remained unchanged. We conclude that LM appears to be a potentially suitable indicator of gastrointestinal interstitial microcirculation. However, we failed to demonstrate any beneficial effect of ISP on pancreas, systemic nitric oxide and local/remote microcirculation within studied organs.
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interstitium (7). Nevertheless, further information on the usefulness of this promising tracer are needed.

Hence, the aim of this study was twofold: first, to verify the hypothesis that lithium could be used for monitoring of microcirculation in the alimentary tube and second, to evaluate the influence of celiac ISP on celiac artery occlusion (CAO)-induced microcirculatory changes in stomach and descending colon. Both hypotheses were tested on a rat model of gastric ischemia and ISP performed at the level of celiac artery trunk (1). Furthermore, the systemic effects of ISP and CAO were assessed using selected serum enzyme activities and nitric oxide concentration.

**Material and Methods**

**Materials.** Flame photometer serum−standard solution (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) with Li⁺ concentration of 2.00 mmol l⁻¹ was used as microdialysis perfusion medium.

**Animals.** Adult male Wistar rats weighing 260 to 330 g, were used. The animals were housed in the animal quarters under controlled environmental conditions. They had free access to standard rat chow except 16–18 hours before experiments, when they were fasted. Tap water was provided ad libitum. The rats received care in accordance with the guidelines set by the Institutional Animal Use and Care Committee of the Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic. All experimental procedures were approved by local ethics committee.

**Experimental protocol.** The animals were randomly assigned to three groups denoted as S, IS, and ISP (n = 6−10 in each group). The first group (S) was sham−operated. The second group (IS) underwent a 30 min period of complete CAO with subsequent 2.5 h of reperfusion. The rats in the third group (ISP) were preconditioned by exposure to a short ischemia/reperfusion period (5 and 25 min, respectively), followed by prolonged ischemia/reperfusion (30 min and 2.5 h, respectively). During all procedures, the animals were under general i.p. pentobarbital anesthesia (50 mg kg⁻¹ followed by 15 mg kg⁻¹ h⁻¹) and operated in supine position. The rectal temperature was monitored and maintained at 38.5 °C with a heating lamp. The trachea was cannulated to ensure patent airways. After midline laparotomy, the celiac artery was dissected and underlaid by smooth rubber tubing to assist later clamping. Ischemia/reperfusion was accomplished by placement/removal of a microbulldog clamp at the level of celiac artery origination from abdominal aorta. The success of each intervention was verified visually (assessment of blood flow distal from the site of occlusion).

**Gastric and colon submucosal microdialysis technique.** After laparotomy, stomach was exteriorized and moistened continuously. Avoiding blood vessels, a 6 mm long tunnel was made from serosal aspect in the submucosal layer of its glandular part from greater to lesser curvature by means of a 26 G needle. For the descending colon, similar procedure was followed along with its long axis at a distance of 5 cm from the anus. Into the tunnels, microdialysis probes (CMA/20, active length 4 mm, outer diameter 0.5 mm, cut-off 20 kDa, CMA/Microdialysis, Solna, Sweden) were carefully inserted and fixed in place with sutures. After each experiment, probes were tested for leakage and their former positions were verified by histology (Fig. 1). After surgery, the abdominal opening was closed to avoid fluid losses. Microdialysis catheters were perfused at 1.2 µl min⁻¹ using a perfusion pump. An initial 60 min stabilisation period was followed by 5 h of experimental procedure (see above) with continuous dialysate sampling in 30 min intervals into microvials. Samples were stored at −20 °C until lithium determination. At the end of experiment, arterial blood was withdrawn and the removed serum was stored at −20°C until analysis.

**Blood perfusion measurement.** The extent of submucosal blood perfusion was expressed as lithium inflow − outflow concentration (Li⁻¹ in-out) difference, i.e. Li efflux as reported previously (7). Dialysate Li⁺ was determined using EFOX 5053 flame photometer (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions.

**Determination of nitric oxide in serum.** Nitric oxide was measured indirectly (and expressed) as nitrate and nitrite (the stable nitric oxide metabolites) using HPLC with UV–VIS detection and fluorimetry methods described elsewhere (8).

**Determination of serum enzyme activities.** Hitachi 917 autoanalyzer (Boehringer, Mannheim, Germany) with commercially available reagent kits (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) were utilized. For the study of the extent of liver injury, alanaminotransferase (ALT), aspartaminotransferase (AST), lactatdehydrogenase (LDH) and cholinesterase (CHE) serum activities were investigated. To evaluate the level of pancreatic damage, lipase (LIP) and amylase (AMYL) activities were determined. All analyses were performed in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.

**Histology.** The removed tissues were fixed in 10% formaline, embedded in paraffin and further treated according to procedures standard for hematoxylin−eosine stain.

**Statistics.** Data are expressed as means ± standard error of mean (SEM). For statistical evaluation, Analysis Of Variance with Fisher’s LSD multiple comparison post hoc test (programs NCSS 2004 and Statistica) were used. The chosen level of significance was α=0.05.

**Results**

**Blood perfusion estimation.** Fig. 2 summarizes the time course of Li⁻¹ in-out differences in all groups in the submucosa of stomach (a) and colon (b). The zero interval of microdialysate collection (obtained within 60−90 min after commencement) provided basal values, where no
A statistically significant difference was found between the stomach and colon. Likewise, between-group comparisons showed comparable baseline values in stomach as well as in colon.

**Blood perfusion in stomach (Fig. 2a).** In the S group, absolute values of Li in-out difference showed no variation in time. Brief (5 min) ischemia in the ISP group caused a significant drop in Li in-out difference from its baseline (p<0.05). Within the IS and ISP groups, 30 min interval of CAO produced significant depressions in Li in-out difference when compared with corresponding basal levels (p<0.01). Immediately after onset of reperfusion, the values of Li in-out difference raised in both groups, reaching levels not significantly different from their baselines. In the next 2 hours, Li in-out difference within the IS group continued to elevate slowly, while the opposite holds true for ISP group, where we observed a steadily falling trend (p<0.001). However, none of the changes observed within the ligated groups was sufficient to statistically manifest also in between-group comparisons with controls.

**Blood perfusion in descending colon (Fig. 2b).** Similar to gastric perfusion, the S group provided constant values of Li in-out difference over the entire experiment. Neither within-group, nor between-group comparisons in parallel time intervals disclosed differences reaching the level of significance.

**Serum nitric oxide and enzymatic activities.** The extent of potential organ impairment and modulation of the body’s metabolism was evaluated by determination of selected serum analytes. Fig. 3 depicts the grade of nitric oxide production modulation by ischemia and ISP. Even though the mean serum concentration of nitric oxide in IS group was 165% of that in control group (S), the difference was only marginally significant (p=0.06). The ISP group gave results similar to controls. Likewise, the activities of serum enzymes in question were not statistically different (Fig. 4).

---

Fig. 1: Histological appearance of the wall of stomach (panel a) and descending colon (panel b) – a tangential section to previous probe positions marked MP (“microdialysis probe”). Sham–operated group, haematoxylin–eosine stain.

Fig. 2: A comparison of submucosal stomach (a) and colon (b) blood perfusion among the three groups (S, IS, ISP) followed in time and expressed as Li in-out difference. Within the groups, markings *, ** and *** denote p<0.05; p<0.01 and p<0.001, respectively as compared to corresponding reference (baseline) levels. Results are mean ± SEM of 6–8 rats (2 animals excluded due to hemorrhage around the probe).
Discussion

This pilot work presents a new modification of blood perfusion measurement using microdialysis in two distinct parts of rat alimentary tube. Our most important findings were twofold: first, the anticipated stability of Li\textsubscript{in-out} difference in the S group and its response to ischemic periods in the experimental groups and second, the unexpected decrease in Li\textsubscript{in-out} difference observed during reperfusion in the ISP group as well as statistically invariable serum levels of nitric oxide and enzyme activities.

In sham-operated animals, the stability of Li\textsubscript{in-out} difference indicates a steady state of microcirculation throughout the experiment. The decreases seen in stomach during ischemia and/or ISP in respective groups correspond to the changes induced by CAO. In the course of reperfusion, the flow marker was indicating either a predictable tendency of stomach microcirculation to return to the initial pre-ischemic levels (IS group), or after a short-term rise displayed an unexpected deterioration of tissue microcirculation till the end of experiment (ISP group). This is contrary to studies which, using other techniques, recognized preservation of posts ischemic microcirculation as one of the main mechanisms of protection elicited by ISP (1, 10). In addition, applying this method, there was no detectable change in tissue perfusion of descending colon suggesting practically no effect of remote (stomach) ischemia and/or ISP in this part of alimentary tract. Such finding is interesting since beneficial relations due to ISP were found to exist in many distant organs with virtually no difference between local and remote effects as to potency (4, 1).

In general terms, the mechanism of local/remote effects of ISP is likely to be dependent on signalling pathways including systemic elevation of nitric oxide production, whereas pure sustained ischemia is associated with a decline in nitric oxide level (9). We did not observe the proclaimed hemodynamic effects of ISP, but concurrently neither did we detect a significant rise in serum nitric oxide metabolites in the ISP group. This might to some extent be explained by the adenosine/xanthine theory, which would suggest an inadequate reperfusion phase during preconditioning in the third group. Be that the case, instead of blood perfusion improvement, ISP would have resulted in longer and more severe (1 h) ischemia with accumulation of disproportional amounts of xanthine leading to production of excessive superoxide anion able to remove the generated nitric oxide (13).

With regard to the time window for ISP, it was documented, that one 5 min episode of arterial occlusion effectuated 30 min in advance of prolonged ischemia was sufficient to reduce lesion area in rat stomach (12). In small bowel, Hotter et al. (6) produced comparable effects (nitric oxide generation, organ protection) with 10 min ischemia only 5 min before prolonged ischemic period. As to the duration of injurious ischemia, marked changes in organs like stomach, pancreas or liver are achieved after 30 to 120 min (1, 3, 9, 11). Even though our protocol met all the reported criteria for the induction of ischemia and ISP in stomach, CAO was found to lack the ability to produce (and thus also modify) significant liver or pancreatic damage demonstrated by others (9, 5, 11, 3).

Conclusions

This pilot study demonstrates a new alternative of gastrointestinal interstitial blood perfusion measurement by LM. Under given experimental conditions, the technique

![Fig. 3: Effect of ischemia (IS) and ischemic preconditioning (ISP) on serum nitric oxide (shown as the sum of nitrite and nitrate and compared with sham-operated group, S). Results are mean ± SEM of 6-10 rats.](image)

![Fig. 4: Effects of ischemia (IS) and ischemic preconditioning (ISP) on serum enzyme activities (expressed as comparisons with sham-operated group, S). Results are mean ± SEM of 6-10 rats. Level of significance was not reached in any of the studied parameters.](image)
allowed a detection of selective microcirculation modulation in rat stomach, but failed to detect reported protective potency of local ISP in this organ. Lack of other splanchnic or systemic effects as indicated by absence of change in LM and selected serum biochemical parameters requires further studies.
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